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About This Game

Final Directive is a story driven shooter set in a space station disastrously infested by alien mutants.

Find the crew, contain the infestation, and most importantly: make it out alive.

FEATURING:

 An amiable automaton companion

 Seductive spiders

 Fire, RAD, and Purple flavours

 A big door

 Local Co-Op

 Endless Mode

Thanks for reading.
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However -

Actions speak louder than words.
Gun actions speak louder than actions.

And laser gun actions speak louder than gun actions.
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Title: Final Directive
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lazy Monday Games
Publisher:
Lazy Monday Ltd
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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Aiming with the mouse is a ♥♥♥♥♥, but graphics & sounds are grand!. Good shoots, cute art style (both the in-game pixel art
and comics between levels), BANGIN sound track and decent potential for replayability. Definitely worth the two dollarydoos..
Top down shooter that is fast and fun. Art style and enemy design is really charming. For a pleb like me provided quite a
challenge gameplay wise as well. For such a low price definitely worth it. (but those lone ticks that ambush you from behind can
go die pls). A super fun and simple game. Action-packed, challenging, and the controls are smooth as butter. A synthy groove
keeps you motivated through the action, and the humorous comics between each level give context and breathe some life into
this wonderful little universe.

For the tiny price of this game, you really can't go wrong.. This Game takes a similar Style to Nuclear Throne, Enter the
Gungeon, and other similar Bullet Hell Games. It has you, "Space Boy" On a mission to find out what's going on in the
abandoned Space station. The game is great for 2 Bucks but after awhile, it can get just bland, Other than that I give it a A. The
Dodge roll is not like Enter the Gungeon's, you can take damage during it, But get some nice speed off of it so... Yea it's
probably gud. One Think would make the game better is if you had a Alien handbook, so you piece together what the Aliens
names are while you play. I'm not sure about this but, i would like it if you could play with a friend without him having him
playing on the same Console as you. But as I was saying, "Space Boy" finds that the crew Are mutants and he also finds abunch
of weird tick things. A Droid was left behind, and you fight along side him, You and the droid have to power up some
generators that activate the elevator. When you do that all the aliens clump up and try to Eat your face. When you are in the
elevator, You and the droid talk in funny comic strips. I find it pretty funny and it adds some charm to the characters. So
Overall A steal for two bucks, like really? Two Bucks? Make it 8!. solid twin stick shooter, with an even more solid soundtrack
and some clever, humorous art interjected between stages.

You can't beat it for $2, and you definitely can't beat it for less than that.

and super hot spiders. but they're out of your league.. fast-paced action, rogue-like charm, tonnes of explosions, and a pretty
great soundtrack
the price is pretty hard to beat for the content offered, too!
. Really great game, devs did an awesome job with everything! Highly recommend 10/10.. I'm gonna be honest, I came here for
Soup-erb's amazing talents in digital art. What I was met with however is a fun and slightly rage inducing game with interesting
characters and charming story elements. The dialogue is top notch and every second of this game is worth far more than the
market price.

It's honestly a shame that you're not charging more for this Soup.
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It's fun, and soup-erb's art is good as always. Good for fans of hotline miami.

One gripe with the gameplay is the lack of iframes on hurt, so if you screw up your positioning and get hit by a cluster of
bullets, it can take 3/4 of your health even if you try to roll away.. Super twin-stick shooter. It sits on the line between frantic
and strategized gameplay, where sticking entirely to either will get you killed when you forget that you don't have invincibility
frames while rolling, or run out of ammo and get mobbed in a dead end respectively. The weapon and damage types are nicely
varied, though the explosive weapons have killed me more times than anything else. The fact that the levels are handcrafted
instead of randomly generated allows for a layer more of planning than usually can be found in games like this; it certainly helps
to have a plan laid out if you eneter a level with questionable weapons. The soundtrack is phenominal, and the art direction is
both charming and memorable (great job Soup :D). Multiplayer is even better, since you can coordinate weapon choices to
make a more effective team.

Overall, a very enjoyable experience (especially with a friend). 9/10. I am not good at this game at all. 10/10. good but i wish i
could get the ost somewhere.. Wonderful little game! Story is told through some fantastic art, a ton of guns to expiriment with
and play around with, and a shocking number of floors/content! Check it out if you can. I follow Soup-erb on tumblr, so I was
really excited to find out that one of my favorite artists was taking part in the creation of a game.

Normally I'm not one for shooters like this but the characters Soup was showing us got me so intrigued and once I finally saw
previews of it I was like "I have to have this."

The art? Amazing. The gameplay is fluid, albeit a bit difficult if you're not used to this type of game. But! It's a worthwhile
challenge because every floor you beat adds more to the story in the form of cutscenes done by Soup-erb! Finally seeing these
characters with their personalities and seeing them in action is just amazing. Not to mention there are a variety of weapons to
pick up from shot guns to laser rifles to flamethrowers to like acid bomb...thingies.

And on top of that, the sound track is an absolute banger. I genuinely hope they release the OST as DLC because I would
definitely buy it in a heartbeat.

I can't wait to see what else this studio comes up with!. Really solid game with fun art.
Doing the sonic spindashes around corners is extremely satisfying and this buddy comedy story is real nice.
The only negative is that I wish there wasn't an art viewer or something. I was wanting to go back and see some of the comics,
but couldn't.. Pretty fun indie game, really like the art style and comic cutscenes
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